
Simple procedures keep you in compliance with
OSHA 1910.22, walking-working surfaces rule

WYK Universal Safety Sorbent

Simple Solution for Small Spill and Drips That Saves Money
and Keeps you in Compliance with OSHA 1910 Subpart D -
Walking-Working Surfaces

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, USA, November 16, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Keeping your floor surfaces safe and
documenting your efforts has just become a little easier and
safer thanks to this easy to use walking/working surfaces
compliance pack from WYK Sorbent, LLC. These easy to use
procedures and products will help keep you in compliance with
1910.22 Part A, walking-working surface conditions rule. This
rule states that: "The floor of each workroom is maintained and
to the extent feasible, in a dry condition." "walking-working
surfaces are maintained free of hazards such as sharp or
protruding objects, loose boards, corrosion, leaks, spills, snow
and ice." 
Solution: WYK, floor safety procedure checklist to be used at
the beginning of each shift. A simple 8 point checklist can
provide you with documentation that each shift has inspected
and corrected any issues with the "walking-working surface"
they are using. This documentation can be invaluable in
workman's comp claims defense.

Start with Good Housekeeping Practices while employing fast,
easy and safe to use products. A clean dry floor provides safe
walking-working surface for your employees and visitors alike.
Sit and soak sorbents products just don't cut it anymore.
Leaving loose sorbent on the floor while walking and tracking it
all over the place just adds to the slip hazard scenario. Oil
soaked hard particles of clay actually cause more slip related
accidents than if the spill was left untreated. It's almost like
slipping on "oil soaked ball bearings" and so dangerous.

The real solution to slip related accidents caused by spilled
liquids is to eliminate the liquids and any debris on the floor
right away! Accidents happen, liquids like oils, polymers, paint
are going to spill resulting in slippery dangerous floors. The
solution is to conveniently and quickly clean it up, leaving a dry
safe floor behind! With a shaker carton of instant acting
concentrated safety sorbent, everyone will have quick access to
complete this task in just a few minutes. WYK Sorbents provides training materials to keep employees
trained and alert to respond to these potentially hazardous floor conditions.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&amp;p_id=9714
https://wyksorbents.com/floor-safety-compliance-checklist/


These procedures are proven to help reduce slip related accident and associated workman's
compensation claims. WYK Sorbent products make the job safe, simple, effective and easy. These
simple steps are organized on a checklist to assist you in meeting and documenting you commitment
to OSHA 1910 subpart D  walking and working surfaces rules.

Get full information about these solutions here    "WYK Proven products and procedures since 1967!"
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